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- An expansion to the historical 'Command:MO
LIVE' series, complementing campaign

'Command:MO LIVE - Broken Shield 400', -
Available in both Open Beta and Closed Beta

phases. - Broken Shield 300 features the same
great action gameplay and the same campaign

mode as the other 'Command:MO LIVE'
expansions, but the scenarios, are featuring new

scenarios focused on the Syrian Front. - The
mission editor allows players to build their own
maps from scratch or to use campaign maps. -

The campaign mode allows players to experience
the fight in Syria with both the Israeli and the

Syrian forces and includes a huge variety of maps
and maps variants like city maps, the desert, the
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mountains, the Dead Sea, the mountains and the
coastal areas. - The Israeli Air Force campaign is

complemented by the ‘Miracle of Golan’
campaign, that allows players to experience a

historical story of the Israeli Air Force in the Golan
Heights. About Ral Partha Ral Partha is a high-tech

weapons developer located in the United
Kingdom. With more than 20 years of experience
in designing, modeling and manufacturing games-

dedicated simulation systems, Ral Partha has
proven expertise in the field. Ral Partha’s

hardware systems for army gaming are used by
the worlds’ leading military forces, including the
United States Marine Corps, the British Army, the
Royal Australian Air Force, the German Army, the

Israeli Defense Forces, the Austrian Army, the
Polish Land Forces, the French Army, and many

others. Ral Partha has held the license to produce
M249 light machine guns and PG-9 self-propelled
anti-tank guided missile systems for John Brown

Engineering, the United States Army’s TOW-brand
light anti-tank weapon. Ral Partha also supplies
fire control systems for the worlds’ best main

battle tanks, including the American Abrams, the
British Challenger 2, and the French Leclerc. Visit

Ral Partha on the web at Cockpit Commander
Follow us on Facebook: Twitter: Instagram: Check
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out our website: Contact: Connect with Cockpit
Commander at: Facebook:

Features Key:
10+ villain analogies (Chronicles 2.0)

All-new, original Dark Grim Mariupolis art and hand-drawn character art (Chronicles 2.0)
10 original tracks from a 34-song full album soundtrack (Chronicles 2.0)

Upgraded character creation! (Chronicles 2.0)
New special animations for most characters.

DESCRIPTION

Explore the newly updated Dark Grim Mariupolis with ten new
scenarios to suffer in. Through a series of unique mechanics, Dark
Grim Mariupolis 2: The Rogue Chronicles will force you to find evil in
all of the world around you.

Journey deeper than ever into the new Dark Grim Mariupolis 2: The
Rogue Chronicles, a sequel to the multi-platform fantasy action RPG
Dark Grim Mariupolis. Discover all of the massive game world and
enjoy the story of Dark Grim Mariupolis, a dark fantasy developed by
HoobLab Studios since 2013.

Once again, you find yourself conscripted into the imperial army of
King Arthur's court and forced to take on mercenary work on behalf
of his illegitimate son, surrounded by variety of factions in the
world.

Discover legendary weapons in the palace and then use them on the
battlefield to slay through waves of enemies in over 100 missions.

With upgraded character creation, greater customization options,
and over 40 characters, it’s easier than ever to build the ultimate
team and feast on the evil of the world!
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FEATURES

10+ Villains
+10 New Scenarios in the Dark Grim Mariupolis Universe
+New Scenario Setups Open The Dark Grim Mariupolis Universe Up
to You

22 New Weapons
+Every Heroes and Weapons Are Completely Personalized and
Unique
+Character Equipment Overhauled to be easy to Customize
+New Encounter Features Such as Target Dummy, Artillery-
Attacking Monsters, and Launcher-Powered Law Enforcement
Environments
+New Scenario Features New Scenario Navigation Modes, Side
Questa
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